
THE Rh GENOTYPES AND FISHER’S THEORY

By R. R. RACE, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

T HERE are now growing up very many young people who owe their lives to

the researches of Dr. Levine,’ the late Dr. Landsteiner and Dr. Wiener.2 I

would like to express the thanks of another group of people, the English blood

transfusion workers, whose lives have not been saved, but have been made

more interesting and exciting, by the discovery of the Rh blood groups and their

clinical associations. In England the news of the discovery came like sunlight in

the drab endless routine of wartime transfusion work.

I am going to try and give you an account of our researches into the subgroups

of Rh.

As early as 1941 Landsteiner and Wiener reported an abnormal anti-Rh serum,

which agglutinated the blood of only 70 of the 8� per cent of Rh positive people,

and it was supposed that there must be “subtypes” within the 8� per cent of Rh

positives like those found in the ABO system. Levine, also in 1941, found another

abnormal anti-Rh serum, which was called anti-Hi because it agglutinated all Rh

negative bloods, and which also agglutinated some Rh positive bloods. These two

observations made it certain that the Rh blood groups were much more complicated

than had at first appeared.

In 1943 owing to the very generous attitude of my chief, the late Dr. G. L. Tay-

lor, I was released from routine responsibilities and able to investigate an abnormal

anti-Rh serum which we had received from Dr. McCall of Stoke-on-Trent, Lan-

cashire.’ The serum was from the Rh positive mother of erythroblastotic children.

Like Levine’s anti-Hr it agglutinated Rh negative blood, but it agglutinated more

Rh positives than did the anti-Hi serum. This serum, which was called temporarily

St., agglutinated 8o per cent of English bloods.2 As it agglutinated all Rh negatives,

that is rr bloods, it seemed reasonable to expect that it would also agglutinate

bloods representing a single dose of the r gene, that is to say, heterozygous Rr

bloods. This was found to be the case. Heterozygous Rr bloods could be disclosed

by family Rh studies, but not at that time recognized serologically. Any Rh posi-

tive person who had an Rh negative parent or child must be heterozygous Rr. Many

such people were found and their blood was invariably agglutinated by the St.

serum. The frequency of Rh negative bloods was about i� per cent and the frequency

of heterozygous Es bloods could be calculated as about 48 per cent. But i� per

cent + 48 per cent equals only 63 per cent and the St. serum agglutinated 8o per

Cent. Therefore some of the R.R homozygotes were being agglutinated by St. and

some were not.
This was of clinical importance, for if blood were St. negative it must be ho-

mozygous RR, and a father of erythroblastotic children, if he were St. negative,

could not hope for any Rh negative children in the future. More than half of Rh
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2.8 Rh GENOTYPES AND FISHER’S THEORY

positive homozygotes could therefore be recognized as such by the combined use

of the original 85 per cent serum and the St. serum.

There were then 2. kinds of RR blood, one St. negative and the other St. positive,

and presumably there were 2. forms of the R gene responsible for manufacturing 2.

kinds of Rh+ antigen. The St. negative form of the gene we called R, and the St.

positive form R2, and these I supposed were the genotypes embraced by the 3 reac-

tion groups or phenotypes: +- containing only R,R,, ++ containing R,R2,

R2R,, R,r and R2r, and -+ containing rr.

The reactions of the 3 genes could be tabulated as shown in table i. I will speak

a little later about this jump from the reaction of actual blood, representing the

combined reactions of 2. genes, to the hypothetical reaction that blood representing

i gene would give.

TABLE i.-Combined use of two anti-Rh sera

Ordinary Anti-Rh St. Serum
85% 80% Interpretation

- 2.0% R1R1

37% RR(’

/ 17% R�R2 & R2R2

+ 8�% calculated

48%Rr+ 1 R1r&R2r

‘s% + 48% 63%- ,�% ,�%rr+ J rr

Anti.Rh sera

8�% 8o%

R1 + -

Genes R2 + +

- +

Most fortunately just at this stage in the work 2. identical anti-Rh sera were sent,

one from Miss Boorman and Miss Dodd of the S.W. London Blood Supply Depot

and the other from Dr. C. V. Harrison of Liverpool University. The donors of these

sera were both Rh positive mothers of erythroblastotic children (table 2.). The 2.

sera were together described as KJ.3 Miss Boorman and Miss Dodd had found that

their serum failed to agglutinate all Rh negatives and this was confirmed, with very

rare exceptions, but I found also that KJ failed to agglutinate St. negatives, again

with very occasional exceptions. That is to say it did not react with rr blood nor

with R1R1 blood. It must therefore be reacting with some other frequent gene, pre-

sumably R2, and the frequency of bloods agglutinated by KJ, �.C. 30 per cent, fitted

extremely well with the calculated frequency of bloods containing R2. (The fre-

quency of the gene R1 could be taken as the square root of the frequency of the

R,R1, + -, group, and the frequency of r from the square root of the frequency of

the rr, - +, group. The difference between the sum of these 2. and unity gave the

frequency of the gene R2, and from these gene frequencies the expected frequencies

in various genotypes could be calculated.)
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R. R. RACE 2.9

According to the theory, blood reacting + + - was R1r, and this was verified

in 2. ways. R1R1 people could be recognized, + -, and so could rr, - +. Blood was

collected from the offspring of numerous matings of the type R 1R1 x rr, all such

children must be R1r, and their blood constantly gave the reaction + + -. Sec-

ondly, the expected frequency of R,r in the general population, calculated from the

+ - and - + group was always extremely close to the observed frequency of

++- bloods.

So now there were 6 serologically recognizable groups, + - -, + - +, + + +

etc. and � genes. The names I am using for the genes are not all the original ones;

some were later altered to fit in with Wiener’s scheme. The other genotypes of the

rare R” and R, genes are not shown, as this complicates the table rather too much.

TABLE 2.-Combined use of three anti-Rh sera

Original 85% St. 80% K.J. 30%

RR

+

Rr

- R1R1

- R1R,

+ R,R,

rare

R1R2

+ R2R2

R2r

R,r

R1R2

&

+ R2R2

R2r

- R1r

- rr + rr

- rr

+ R�r

rare

Anti.Rhi
85 80 30

R1 + - -

R� ? - +
genes R, + + +

- + +

Serological groups 2. 3 6

Genes 2. 3

The reactions of the � genes could be tabulated. These reactions are purely theoreti-

cal, they show how red cells would react if their antigenic makeup depended on i

gene instead of 2.. In actuality, of course, blood cells, like other body cells, are con-

trolled by a double set of chromosomes, which includes 2. of the Rh chromosomes,

and a specimen of blood gives the superimposed reactions of these 2. Rh chromo-

somes. As R1R1 reacted + - - these presumably would be the reactions of R1 if

it could be observed acting alone (in a haploid human, if such existed). Similarly

rr reacted - + - and presumably r alone would react - + -. The determination

of the reactions of some of the other genes was sometimes a little more complicated.

For example, blood of the genotype R”r reacts - + + and the gene r reacts - + -,

therefore the gene R” must be negative with the 85 per cent serum and positive

with the 30 per cent serum, but without further information one could not say what

the reaction with the 8o per cent serum would be. The + reaction given by the R”r
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30 Rh GENOTYPES AND FISHER’S THEORY

blood might be wholly due to the r. This could be decided however by making use

of the fortunate ability of the 8o per cent serum to distinguish between a double

and a single dose of the gene it recognized. For example, if the 8o per cent serum

was titrated against R1r cells, representing one gene positive for it, the result was

as shown in table 3. Cells representing 2. genes positive for the serum, for example

rr or R2r, gave a stronger reaction. R”r cells constantly gave this stronger type of

reaction which meant that not only the r but also the R” were + with the 8o per

cent serum. So the question mark could be replaced by a

It was realized that the 70 per cent reacting serum described by Landsteiner and

Wiener in 1941 would agglutinate blood representing the gene R1, and a search was

made for such a serum. In the autumn of 1943 Professor Cappell of Dundee found

a serum giving 70 per cent positive reactions. He kindly gave me a supply and it

behaved as anticipated � (table 4). That is to say, it agglutinated all R1R,bloods
�nd practically all the ++ - bloods, which were thought to be R1r. A few were

negative, however, and a further gene R0 had to be postulated to account for this.

TABLE 3.-The reaction of V and the 8o% serum

Antisera

85% 80%

Blood R”rrcacted

and as the gene r reacts

the gene R” must react

- +
- +
-

Titration of the 80% (St.) Serum

I I’S I�1

++ + + - - -

++ ++ ++ ++ + -

++ ++ ++ ++ + -

Cells R1r

Cellsrr

cellsR”r

It also agglutinated just the right proportion of bloods belonging to the +++

group to account for the R,R2 among them. It failed to agglutinate the great

majority of rr bloods. A few were agglutinated, however, and another fresh gene

had to be postulated; this gene is now called R’.

The 4 sera defined 9 serological types of blood, and could theoretically define 2.

more rare combinations which I did not come across at that time, that is to say,

R’R” - + + + and R’R’ - - - +. The 4 sera also defined 7 genes of which 2.6 re-

actions were determined (table �). At this time Wiener published the result of his

work with 3 of the sera.6 Wiener could define 6 genes and i8 interactions. They

are here shown in the same form as our results. It will be seen that there was com-

plete agreement between the 2. schemes where they overlapped. Lacking the 8o per

cent serum, Wiener could recognize 8 of the ii Rh types of blood which we could

recognize. It should be said that at this time both Levine and Wiener had recognized

the 2. mixed sera 85 +30 and 85 +70, but these 2. sera give no help in isolating genes

or Rh types beyond that given by the 30 per cent and 70 per cent sera alone. As far
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R. R. RACE 31

as I can make out from the publications, Wiener was not using a pure 30 per cent

serum but the mixed serum Containing the 85 per cent component as well as the 30

per cent. As there was more of the latter, Wiener used it diluted, in which form it

acted as a 30 per cent serum. I think K and J must undoubtedly have been the first 2.

pure 30 per cent sera, from Rh positive mothers, to be discovered.

The upper section of table � illustrates our genetical interpretation of our results,

namely that the Rh locus could be occupied by 7 allelomorphs. Wiener, similarly,

postulated 6 allelomorphs at one locus.

TABLE 4.-The combined use of 4 anti-Rb sera

85% 80% 30% 70%

- R,R1 + R1R1

- R1R1

RR + R1R, + R1R,

rare rare

R1R2 R1R2 + R,R,

+ R2R, + R2R2 R2R3

+ - &

R2r R2r R2r

+ R1r

Rr R1r - R,r

-R0r

rare

-rr +rr

- rr

- rr

+ R’r

rare

+R”r

rare

-

-R”r

rare

Serological groups 2.

Genes 2.

3

3

6

5

9

7

Some of the rarer genotypes are not shown, for example R,R’ gives the same reactions as R1R1,

i.e., +--+.

At this time, that is to say at the end of 1943, Professor R. A. Fisher examined

our table of results. He noticed that the reactions of the 70 per cent serum and the

8o per cent serum were antithetical.7 * It looks fairly obvious with the genes ar-

ranged in this order. In the original table the order of the genes was different and

the relationship had escaped notice. Fisher supposed that the antigens, and the

genes, recognized by these two antibodies were allelomorphic and called them

* Dr. Levine had noticed that bloods negative with the 70 per cent serum were positive with the

anti-Hr serum, but of this we in England were not then aware.
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32. Rh GENOTYPES AND FISHER’S THEORY

C and c. The reactions of the remaining 2. sera, the 8� per cent and the 30 per cent,

were not antithetical, nor did they bear any relation to the other two sera; so to

the antigens that they were recognizing Fisher gave separate loci D and E. Pre-

sumably D had an allelomorph, for blood is frequently not agglutinated by anti-D,

that is to say it has not D, but it must have some antigen that could not then be

recognized, and this was called d. Similarly E was given a hypothetical allelo-

morph e. Fisher supposed that these two hypothetical genes or antigens, d and e,

TABLE 5.-Rb antigens and antibodies, �

Rb chromosome

R1, R2, r 1 multiple

R0, R”, R’ � allelomorphs

or R, J at one locus

7 genes, 4 antisera, 2.6 interactions (Race, Taylor, Cappell and McFarland4.5)

R, R, r

-

-

-

+

Re

-

+
-

+

R’

-

-

+
+

R’

+

-

-

-

R,

?

I’

+

-

70%

8�%
antisera

30%

8o%

+
+
-

-

-

+
+

+

6 genes, 3 antisera, i8 interactions (Wiener6)

R1 R, r Ro R”

70% + - - - - +
antisera 8�% + + - + - -

30% - + - - + -

Fisher’s interpretation

antibodies Rh chromosome genes and antigens antibodies

anti-C C or c anti-c

anti-D . D or (d) (anti-cl)

anti-E E or (e) (anti-c)

were each capable, in favorable circumstances, of stimulating their own antibodies

like the other antigens, and the reactions expected of the two hypothetical anti-

bodies anti-d and anti-c could be tabulated as will he shown in table 6.
Fisher supposed that the 3 genes, if genetically separable, must be close together

on the chromosome, for at the time I am speaking of I had tested over �o families

with the 4 sera and no example of crossing over had been found. (I have now

tested over i�o families without detecting crossing over.)

if this then was the genetic situation, an Rh chromosome could be assembled

in 8 different ways CDE, CDe, Cde, etc. (table 6). Seven of these assemblages could
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R. R. RACE 33

be identified in the 7 (as we had supposed) allelomorphic genes, but the eighth

combination R� or CdE has yet to be found, and there is a theoretical reason, to be

mentioned later, why it may be very rare. Reactions outside the enclosure are those

predicted by Fisher; as they are verified serologically parentheses are removed.

The first small confirmation of this brilliant theory came when the reaction of

the gene R5 with the 70 per cent serum was found to be positive.8 The positive

reaction with the 85 per cent serum did not give any evidence, for had it been nega-

tive we would have said it was R� that we had found. But with the 70 per cent

serum it had to be positive. Dr. Murray of the Middlesex Hospital, London, sent

specimens of blood from the family of the second R5 person I had found (table 7).

The man was R1R5, the only combination in which R5 could then be recognized

serologically, the reactions of which are shown in table 7. As the 8� per cent

(anti-D) and 70 per cent (anti-C) sera do not give a clear dosage effect, like the

8o per cent serum, one could not say whether the R,R5 blood was positive with

these 7. sera only on account of its R, or not. This man had been married twice

TABLE 6.-Serological confirmation of Fisher’s synthesis

.
Enghsh% Antibodies

Genes and antigenes

Ri CDe Ri cDE r cde Li cDe R’ cd.E R’ Cde R1 CDE (R�)(CdE)

70

8�

30

8o

6�

96

anti-C

anti-D

anti-E

anti-c

anti-d

anti-c

+
+

-

-

-

+

+
+

-

-

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

-

+

+

+
-

-

-

+
+

+

(+)
(-)

(+)
(-)

(+)

(-)

(-)

+
(-)

-

(+)

+

(-) (+)

+ -

(+)

+
(-)

-

The reactions within the enclosure are those known before Fisher formulated his theory. The

predictions made by the theory are shown outside the enclosure; those yet to be confirmed sero-

logically are shown in parentheses.

and the 2. wives were fortunately co-operative. The children by the first wife merely

confirmed the genotype of the father, but the second wife was Rh negative, so the

child could only be R1r or R5r. R1r reacts ++ - + and the child’s blood reacted

+ + ++, so it must be R�r, and this fixed as positive the reaction of R2 with the
first and last sera. That is, the 85 per cent or anti-D and the 70 per cent or anti-C,

for the + reactions could not be due to the r, for this is negative with both sera.

Much stronger confirmation came when Dr. Mourant who was then working at

the N.E. London Blood Supply Depot found the anti-c serum of prophesy,9 and

was able to confirm all the reactions expected of it, except, of course, that with R�

which has not yet been isolated. This antibody was made by a man suffering from

acquired acholuric jaundice. He had been repeatedly transfused, the transfusions

being followed by increasingly severe reactions, and it was for this reason that his

serum was sent to Dr. Mourant. The patient was R2R2 or cDE/cDE and had been

given transfusions of blood from 40 donors, most of which would contain the e

antigen, for only 2.-3 per cent of Europeans are EE. The most important practical
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34 Rh GENOTYPES AND FISHER’S THEORY

advance made by this serum is the distinction between R,r, cDE/cde, and R2R2,

cDE/cDE, blood.

Finally Dr. Diamond has found the anti-d antibody. (Some more of the paren-

theses in tables 6 & 14 could therefore be removed.)

Table 8 shows the chromosome frequencies calculated by Fisher by a maximum

likelihood method from the first 92.7 unselected bloods that I tested with the 4

sera.’#{176}The R” in this series was undoubtedly, by chance, too high. It should be

nearer o.8. Fisher noticed that the chromosomes could be arranged in 3 orders of

frequency, i over ii per cent, another round about i per cent and a third so rare

that it has not yet been isolated. He made the fascinating suggestion that if one

considered that these 3 frequent chromosomes were the basic European combina-

tions, then the heterozygotes, that is to say R1r, R1R2 and R2r could give, on

crossing over, R’ and R0, R� and R0, R” and R0, which have the second order of

frequency. However, they could not give R�, CdE, which would require a double

TABLE 7.-The reaction of the gene R� with the 7 o% and 8;% sera

Antisera

Blood R1R,

but gene R,

.‘. gene R0

gene r

0 U I

R1R1 R1R,

-+--

0 0

R1R1 R1R5 ++++ R5r

+--+ +-++ (R1r =

crossover. Moreover, on this theory R0 would be expected to occur with a fre-

quency about equal to that of R’, R” and R1 put together, which is just about what

is found.

Wiener” has attacked this idea on the ground that frequencies in other races do

not fit, and he gives as an example those of American Negroes where the gene R0

15 42. per cent, far higher than the sum of R’, R” and R0. Wiener has missed the

point that while the idea is capable of explaining the less frequent combinations

in a population, it was never supposed to explain the more frequent ones. To test

this theory one must accept the observed frequent combinations in a race and then

see what their heterozygotes would give on crossing over. The few adequate racial

studies so far reported fit the theory remarkably well, Wiener’s American Negroes

among them. As an example, in Wiener’s 95 Mexican Indians,’2 the only frequent

genes or chromosomes were R1 and R2. So the only frequent heterozygote would

be R,R2 which would give, on crossing over, an R1 and an R0 chromosome. Ac-

cording to the theory one would expect then about equal gene frequencies of R�
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R. R. RACE 35

and R0 in this population . In the small sample of � bloods the frequencies were

Roi.9andRz3.3.

Fisher has carried the theory a step further.’#{176} According to this idea R” repre-

sents a crossover between D and E, R� one between C and E, and R’ one between C

and D. Now the ratio of the frequency of the chromosome R” to the frequency of

its parent heterozygote R2r is much higher than that of R� to R,R2, or R’ to R,r,

and this suggests that the distance on the chromosome between D and E is greater

than that between C and E or between C and D. Fisher therefore considers the order

is probably DCE. A series of English bloods that we are at present testing is fitting

in extraordinarily well with this order. Wiener” has attacked this idea on the

grounds that the true frequency of R” is about the same as R’, and not as high as

I found in the 92.7 bloods. This is probably quite correct, and indeed we said so in

the paper’#{176}which Wiener was attacking, but it makes no difference to the argument.

TABLE 8.-Rb chromosome frequencies in England (from Fisher and Race, 1946)

R1 CDe 43.61% K” cdE 5.70%

r cde 37.90% R’ Cde c.8,%

K2 cDE 52.80% K5 CDE 0.13%

R0 cDe 3.05% (R�)CdE o.oo%

K, r R, K2 R2 r

C-f- -I-c C-!.- -I--c c -H -i-cD-H-Hd

7’.,
d-- -�-D D--- -�-D

e -- -�.-e E-- -I-c e -H --E

C-i,-- --c C -i--- --c c -j- --c

d--- -i-D D--- LD D�:� ---d

e -- -:--c E--- -�--e c -i-- -�--E

R’ R0 K5 R0 R0 K”

If we allow say i per cent to R’ and to R” then the ratio R” to R,r is i to io, still

very much higher than R’ to R,r which is i tO 33.

Recently Dr. Sheila Callender and I have found a third allelomorph at the C-c

locus” which we call C’�’. A patient at the Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford, needed

numerous transfusions. The patient was of the genotype CDe/CDe (R,R1) and as

she had already made anti-c she required blood of her own genotype and this, we

thought, she was given. However, a new antibody appeared in her serum following

this transfusion which agglutinated the blood of the donor. This serum we tested

against a large number of bloods of known genotype with the results shown in

table 9. This suggested that the antigen recognized by this antibody was connected

with C, for bloods containing 2. C were perhaps twice as often positive as bloods

containing i C (or at least the observed figures did not contradict such a hypothe-

sis), and bloods containing no C were constantly negative. This suggested that an

occasional gene that we were classifying as C was really different, and we called it

CB’. The only reason for choosing W was that the donor’s name was Willis.
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36 Rh GENOTYPES AND FISHER’S THEORY

The family shown in table io confirmed our ideas. The circles represent females,

the squares males. Black indicates that the new antigen was present, the hollow

that it was absent. In this family the mating was happily such that it is possible

to say exactly which of her Rh chromosomes the grandmother had given to each

of her children. It will be seen that when she handed on her R1 (which contains C)

she also handed on her “new” antigen. When an R, is underlined it means that

it is unequivocally grandmaternal. To � of her children she gave an R2 (which does

not contain C) but not the new antigen; to 4 she gave R1 and the new antigen.

If this coincidence of R, and the new antigen was only accidental and due to chance,

then the probability of getting the distribution observed in this one generation is

only i in ii6. One child in the next generation can be added to this calculation

and the probability is reduced to i in 2.52.. That is to say, if we suppose the coinci-

dence of R, and the new antigen is merely accidental, then we would only expect

to get such a perfect fit as this once in 7.52. such families.

This and other families made it quite certain that the new antigen was another

form of C, rather a rare form. It could not be another form of D or e (the other com-

ponents of R,) because all R2r people, who contain D and d, E and e, lacked the

new antigen.

TABLE 9.-Reactions of the new Rb antibody (from Callender and Race, 5946)

+ - Total Positive

CC 52. 593 2.05 5.9%

Cc 7 342. 349 2..O%

cc 0 2.54 2.54 o.o%

Up to this stage in the investigations all the C’” that had been found were in the

combination C”�De (table ii). I supposed that it must exist in the combination

C”de and with a frequency just great enough to make it worth looking for. The

combinations CWDE and CWdE were presumably possible, but might be excessively

rare. After testing i�oo bloods kindly sent by Dr. W. S. Stanbury, the combination

C”de was found, rather sooner than I had dared to hope. As this blood was such a

rare find I tested it with all the 70 per cent sera that I could muster and, unex-

pectedly, some were + and others -. This made it clear that some of the sera

called anti-C, 70 per cent or anti-Rh’, were really mixtures of anti-C + anti-C”’,

while others, less than half of all, were pure anti-C. The sera I had been using in

the investigation up to this time were of the mixed type, anti-C + C”'. C”� had

therefore appeared to be something split off C, for C” people always appeared to

have C as well, whether they really had it or not. Actually C’” was an alternative

to C (and therefore to c).

With the 3 sera, anti-c, anti-C’” and the newly recognized pure anti-C, a good

deal of light could be focussed on this locus with its 3 allelomorphs (table 17.).

It appeared on paper that the rare homozygote CSVCW would be recognizable if it

turned up, but owing to the low frequency in the general population (i in io,ooo)

it was clearly useless to seek for it in random bloods, but there was a more hopeful
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R. R. RACE 37

line of search. There was a mating C”' x C”' (table 13) shown as part of the large

pedigree, already seen in table io. As far as they knew the husband and wife were

not related. All � people had been tested with anti-C’�, and found to be positive,

but before the recognition of the two kinds of 70 per cent sera, which made the
identification of a homozygote possible. There was no chance of this boy being

homozygous CWCW because he had c from his mother, but there was a 50 �o chance

of one or the other daughter being homozygous. Fresh samples of blood were ob-

tained and to our great satisfaction one daughter was homozygous and the other

heterozygous, the homozygote giving the anticipated characteristic reaction. This

was confirmed in an unexpected but very nice way, for the cells of the homozygous

TABLE xo,-Tbe antigen C’” (from Callender and Race 1946)

SD

R,R2 K,r

p
I I I I

0 0 S-rU 5-0 0 0 0 1 0 5
K2r R,r R1r R,R, R1r K,r K2r R,K, R2r R,r R1r R,r

I #{149}‘. S 10 0
R,r R1K, R,K, K,r R1K, R1r R,r

� 5 Cw present

0 0 C”' absent

The underlined � are unequivocally grandmaternal.

The genotypes shown are those which would have been given to the blood before the elucidation

of the relationship of the new antigen (Willis) to C. K,r Willis positives, for example, are now

known to be C’”de/cde and not CDe/cde and would not now be called K,r. The anti Rh’ (70%)

serum used in making the diagnoses of genotypes shown above was of the type now recognized

as being anti C + C’”.

sister were agglutinated by much higher dilutions of the anti-C”' serum than were

the cells of the heterozygous sister and other heterozygotes.

Genetically the relationship between C, c and C”' is clear; they are allelomorphs.

But antigenically all is not yet clear, for C can stimulate anti-C + C”', which was

not like the behavior of any other Rh antigens known up to last year, for they all

behaved simply, e.g. E stimulated anti-E and nothing else, c anti-c and nothing

else, etc. Moreover, this natural mixture of anti-C + C”' cannot be split by absorp-

tion with C or with C”' cells. (An artificial mixture made by adding a pure anti-C

to the pure anti-C”’ can easily be split by absorption.) Antigenically then C’” seems

to have something in common with C. But the dosage effect of anti-C”' lines it up

with c, which also shows this effect strongly; anti-C like anti-D and anti-Egives

only a slight dosage effect which is difficult to demonstrate.

if Fisher had not discovered the allelomorphism of C and c and of D and d and
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38 Rh GENOTYPES AND FISHER’S THEORY

of E and e, C”' would have presented a problem that we at any rate could not have

solved.

The table of interactions between Rh antigens and antibodies must now be ex-

tended thus (table 14). The left upper compartment shows our results before Fish-

er’s theory was postulated; the middle compartment shows the extension demanded

TABLE II.

C”'De C”'de C”DE 0 C”dE

many found i% of European one found not found but presumably possible.

chromosomes

Anti-

D r E C C”' e
85 80 30 70 2 98

- + - ±* + +C”'dc/cdc. .

* + with some 70% scra (anti-C + C”'); - with other 70% sera (anti-C).

by Fisher’s hypothesis, now in part confirmed serologically, the confirmation being

shown by removal of parentheses. The right and lower compartment shows the ex-

tensions made and those suggested by the anti-C”' serum. Anti-C in this table means

pure anti-C and not anti-C + C”' which is the constitution of more than half of

the 70 per cent sera.

The � known Rh chromosomes make 45 possible Rh genotypes, but there are

only 2.4 serologically distinguishable Rh groups, using the 6 sera, anti-C, -c, -C’”

TABLE IL-Reactions and frequency in England of the possible combinations of C, C”' and c

(Callender and Race)

Anti-c Anti-C (pure) Anti-C”'

C” C”' - - + 0. oi%

CWC + + 0.94%

CC - + - 28.40%

C”'c + - + 2.2.3%

Cc + + - 48.05%

cc + - - 32.36%

99.99%

-D, -E, and -e. Some of the reaction groups contain only i genotype, others contain

2. or 3, but as one member of the group usually is so very much more frequent than

the rest, one can make a pretty good guess at the actual genotype of the blood

being examined.

This was the end of the story except for the genes called by Wiener “intermedi-

ate.” In February of this year Dr. Stratton of Manchester identified a third al-
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R. R. RACE 39

lelomorph at the D locus,’5 which he called D” (table is). It was found in the

combination cD”E/cde. It looks as if D” will be a close parallel to C’” although the

investigation is very much limited by the lack of a pure anti-D” serum and by the

TABLE i3.-A C”' homo�ygote (from Callender and Race)

0-I 0
C”'De/cde C”'De/CDe

0 0 0
CWDe/cde C�’�De/CwDe C”'De/CDc

Blood of
Anti-

C D E c(d) e C1”

- + - + + +

- + - - + +

+ + - - + +

istchild

2.ndchild

3rdchild

lack of anti-d. Stratton recognized D” when he tested these cells with several good

anti-D sera. Some reacted strongly, some weakly and some not at all. That is to

say many anti-D 8� per cent sera are really anti-D + D”, while some are pure anti-D,

TABLE �4.-Rb antigens and antibodies (from Race, Mourant and Callender, 1946)

Antibodies

Genes and antigenes

cD� cde cDE cdE CDe

+

Cde CDLE I
+ +(+)

C”'De C”'de CWDE

(-)

C”dE

(-)Anti-C

Anti-D + - + - + - +(-) + - (+) (-)

Anti-E - - + + - - + (+) - - (+) (+)

Anti-c ± + + ± - - - (-)

(+)i (_)� (+)

-

(_)

-

(+)

(-)

(-)

(-)

(+)Anti-d (-) (+) (-) (+) (-)

Anti-c + + + + (-)+

(-)� +

+

+

(-)

(+)

(-)

(+)Anti-C”'

The left upper compartment shows the interactions known before Fisher’s theory was postu-

lated. The middle compartment shows the extension demanded by Fishers hypothesis, now in part

confirmed serologically. The right and lower compartment shows the extensions made and those

suggested by the anti-C”' serum. Keactions which have not yet been confirmed serologically are

shown in parentheses. In this table anti-C means pure anti-C and not anti-C + anti�C” which is the

constitution of about half the anti-Rh’ sera.

just as in the case of anti-C + Cw and anti-C. But there is yet no pure anti-D” like

the pure anti-C’”. Absorption of the mixture has failed to split the two components.

Stratton has collected the family of his D” donor and it shows the expected inherit-

ance of the allele. He kindly sent me some blood from this donor and I was able
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The antigenic allelomorphisms revealed by Fisher are fundamental to an under-

standing of the Rh blood groups. When Fisher’s ideas were put forward they

brought order and essential simplicity to a confused mass of apparently arbitrary

facts about Rh antigens and antibodies. They made certain predictions, most of

TABLE i6.-The Rb chromosome according to Fisher; showing bow C’” and Th’ fit in.

D

or

d

or

Du

C

or

c

or

C’”

E

or

e

which have since been verified serologically, and they enabled some new discoveries

to be successfully interpreted. Fisher considers that the genetic basis of these al-

lelomorphic antigens is a system of 3 closely linked genes (table i6), and has pro-

duced some indirect evidence that crossing over may have occurred.

Note

I must apologize for using the CDE notation with which you are probably not

familiar, but in a serious discussion on the Rh genes and antigens it is at present

the only possible one. One needs to be able to speak of the C and D component

40 Rh GENOTYPES AND FISHER’S THEORY

to classify my anti-D sera and to find several examples of Du people, and also one

of the other possible chromosome combinations CD”e, both in the genotype

CD”e/cde and CD”e/Cde, which latter must be a very rare blood.

Stratton considers that D” is Wiener’s “intermediate” gene, and this seems very

probable, and we welcome it to Fisher’s scheme especially because Wiener has used

the intermediate gene as an argument against Fisher’s ideas in general.

TABLE i�.-Tbe D” allelomorpb (Stratton)

D c E C e C’”
85 80 30

+

70

-

98

+

2

-cells cDuE/cde ±* +

* + with some 8�% sera (= anti D + Du); - with other 8�% sera (= anti-D).

Other combinations found: CDue/cde, CDUe/Cde.
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R. R. RACE 41

in the chromosome R1 (CDc). if such names as Wiener’s R1Q2 are used one would

have to speak of D as the o component and C as the prime component. This is

possible though clumsy, but to refer to the e component is impossible.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. Uribe.’ My friends, I have a paper here from Dr. Robert Russell Race on the Rh Genotypes and

Fisher’s Theory. . . . Dr. Strandskow, if you will come to the microphone.

Dr. Strandskow: 1 feel somewhat like a stranger here. I am not a hematologist but supposedly interested

a little bit in genetics. I can’t help but admire the very splendid work being done by hematologists such

as Dr. Levine, Dr. Race and others which has stimulated the genetics field within the last few years.

It has been an inspiration to those of us who arc more interested in straight genetics.

I don’t know if! have any particular comment except perhaps to say that the 3 loci idea is not too com-

mon to geneticists. I am not sure that it is much more common than the other illustration that you had,

Dr. Race. It is certainly not the usual thing that you find. It is a little bit difficult to imagine 3 loci very

close together on a chromosome affecting the same character, so to speak. I know of no other similar

illustration among the lower forms, not even in man, and certainly not in such forms as Drosophila

where we have perhaps i� or �.o loci affecting eye color. In such instances none of the loci are close to-

gether; they are distributed throughout all the chromosomes, and I think that’s what one might expect.

There is perhaps one exception and that is the Muller situation (I think some of you are familiar with

it), where there is some indication that we had as a result of a very abnormal type of crossing over be-

tween two loci; but to get three loci very close together giving crossover results, is indeed, an unusual

thing, and it would surprise me very much if it turns out to be true. I would be very much interested in it.

I have not made any decisions; I had hoped to have a further conversation with Dr. Race and perhaps

clear up some questions as to which theory I favor at the present time. I am certainly inclined toward

the recent presentation, but I want to be very cautious, and I should like to urge everyone else to do so.

We can’t afford to have another 4 or � years of the confusion that we have had the last 4 or 5 years, so I

hope that the evidence will be a little better than what we have had in the past for some of the theories

advanced. I am sure Dr. Race feels the same way, and he has been very cautious. I don’t believe I have any

more comments.

I would like to ask a question of Dr. Race, and it pertains in particular to the double crossovers. Is the

percentage of double crossovers that you had equal to the product of the two single crossovers? That, of

course, you should expect theoretically in the population. That’s always true with respect to the double

crossover, that they can never be larger than either of the single crossovers and theoretically should be

equal to the prodUCt of the two single crossovers. I am also interested as to what explanation you

might have for the fact that the original chromosome alignment was not CDE, but some other arrange-

ment, so that your crossover represents the coming together of the CDE, representing the crossover results
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42. Rh GENOTYPES AND FISHER’S THEORY

rather than the original results. That, I think, is a rather interesting situation, and I think it would be

of interest to all of us to have that relationship explained, if you can.

Dr. Race: The frequency of the R� is quite unknown because it hasn’t yet been observed at all, but

it must be less than the products of the crossovers.

Dr. Levine: This question is very important from the point of view of human genetics. We know re-

markably little about human transmittable properties and it so happens that the normal variations we

know most about are the blood factors. The problem is very difficult to attack because some of the rare

sera are not readily available and we cannot make comprehensive studies of families, races and different

populations. By the application of gene frequencies and the heredity studies it should be possible to come

to a decision in a comparatively short time. Until we have these rare sera, I am afraid we will not be able

to have all the complete evidence we would like to have in support of the Fisher theory. Whether or not

the geneticist is accustomed to linkage with multiple allelomorphisms, of course, is another matter. We

do not know too much about the human chromosomes and the loci. The only thing I’d like to tell Dr.

Strandskow, is how terribly surprised the geneticist was when I first described the selective fetal death

not due to homozygous lethal factor and the effect on a heterozygous individual. Now we have a very

practical point to consider here, and of course that is a matter of the terminology. What are we going to

do about terminology? I should like to suggest that the Fisher theory takes into account a very important

element, and that is the Hr sera. It is a great tribute to Dr. Fisher that his theory takes these into account.

It is remarkable that he not only predicted d and e, but calculated the incidence of their occurrence and

per cent specificity of the sera against these Hr antigens. So whether a geneticist is or is not accustomed

to the idea of multiple linkage, I, being only a hybrid geneticist, would tend very much to accept the

Fisher theory. But the terminology is, of course, the crux of the situation. What are we people going

to do about the terminology? Well, I think we must get accustomed to think in terms of these � Rh sera,

and we don’t have to worry about the Hr sera until we get a large enough supply. I think that for the

time being one has to use both terminologies. A change in terminology is essential. I have been using the

Fisher terminology, and I think it simplifies matters to a considerable degree, but for the time being

we will probably have to use both until we gather family results and study the races which will, I hope,

on the basis of gene frequencies, confirm Dr. Fisher’s theory.

Dr. Race: I agree with Dr. Levine. I don’t think it’s possible to think of any i locus to bring in these

known allelomorphs without postulating sub-genes, allelomorphic sub-genes. I think it best if we can

use the CDE because that doesn’t commit us to any chromosome arrangement, but it does describe exactly

what we find serologically.
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